The design philosophy of our entire product line comes from 25 years of crafting
tents and bedrolls to meet the needs of many outdoor enthusiasts. From working
ranch cowboys to back country outfitters, I have learned the optimal tent must meet
4 requirements: comfort, durability, practicality, and easy to transport.

Why should you buy a canvas tent?
Whether you have a “lower forty”, a secret camp spot or a vacant lot, a canvas tent
will not tear up your land; but it will continuously build your soul’s enjoyment.

Why should you buy a bedroll?
Discover what Australians have used in the outback for years. Keeps your sleeping
bag clean and dry.

Why should you buy an ELLIS Canvas Tent or Bedroll?
We’re fabricators. It’s not just the design of the tent or bedroll, but how it is sewn
together that makes it great. We are a small shop, and it’s important to us to pay
attention to detail. It also enables us to upgrade our products as needed.
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Ellis Bedrolls

Original Cavalry, Zippered Cavalry, Rocky Mountain Swag
Zippered Cavalry Bedroll
Regular with foam pad

Rocky Mountain Swag
Regular without foam pad

A bedroll is a storage system for a sleeping bag and pad.
When it is rolled up in a compact bundle it is easy to carry.
When laid out, it is a warm, comfortable, clean and dry place
to sleep.
All bedrolls are constructed with our stock mineral dyed,
khaki colored 12.63 oz. Sunforger army duck. All come with a
sewn-in sleeping pad envelope. The Original comes only in
regular size. The Zippered Cavalry and the Rocky Mountain
Swag come in 2 sizes: Regular and Large.
Regular Size: measures 34” wide and 80” long, with 9” sides.
Large Size: measures 45” wide and 80” long, with 9” sides.
The foam pad measures 31” wide, 72” long, and 3” thick, fills
the bedroll liner nicely, and guarantees comfortable sleeping
on hard ground.
With our convoluted foam pad, the Regular size has plenty of
room for an average size man. The Large size is comfortable
for a large man and even for a slim couple. Without a pad,
the sleeping space is even bigger. The head flap is 40” long
and can be tied over the top half of the bedroll for protection.
With proper drainage, you can sleep dry in a rain storm.
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The Original Cavalry Bedroll
The original design of the Cavalry Bedroll was developed
20 years ago at David Ellis Canvas Products. This version
provides extra protection in severe weather. It has two flaps
that overlap in opposite directions and are secured with easy
to adjust nylon cords. This style only comes in the
Regular size.

The Zippered Cavalry Bedroll
The Zippered cavalry bedroll is our most popular bedroll.
The large zippers sewn down each side makes it very easy
to get in and out of the bedroll. Sewn in ties at the bottom of
the bedroll secure the sleeping bag from sliding out.

The Rocky Mountain Swag
This is an option that conceals your bedding with a single
double directional zipper up the sides and over the top.
This design is inspired by a need for packers who want to
keep their bedding clean when the bedroll was left out in
the open. We have perfected the design and made some
changes: the envelope that receives the foam pad opens at
the top of the bedroll rather than at the bottom. This allows
you to insert a Thermarest sleeping pad after you roll it out,
and carry the pad separate from the bedroll.

Original Cavalry
Size
No Foam

Price/Weight
Regular
$260/12 lbs

With Foam

$313/16 lbs

No Foam w/Sleeping Bag

$357/17 lbs

Foam w/Sleeping Bag

$400/22 lbs

Zippered Cavalry
Size

Price/Weight
Regular
Large

No Foam

$194/10 lbs

$230/11 lbs

With Foam

$245/15 lbs

$281/16 lbs

No Foam w/Sleeping Bag

$289/16 lbs

$325/17 lbs

Foam w/Sleeping Bag

$332/21 lbs

$368/22 lbs

Rocky Mountain Swag
Size

Price/Weight
Regular
Large

No Foam

$231/11 lbs

$243/11 lbs

With Foam

$283/15 lbs

$295/16 lbs

No Foam w/Sleeping Bag

$327/16 lbs

$339/17 lbs

Foam w/Sleeping Bag

$370/21 lbs

$382/22 lbs

If used with a self inflating sleeping pad you can now access
the air nozzle, which is critical when deflating. There is also
a vent at the top boxing so you can zip the body flap over
your head and be completely contained; keeping critters
from getting in and letting moisture out. Ties are sewn at the
bottom and top of the bedroll to allow for tying in custom
bedding.
Custom widths are available without foam pad.
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We Make The Cowboy Teepee In Three Variations and Three Sizes:

The Working
Cowboy Teepee

The Range Tent
(12’x12’)

(8’x8’)

The Prairie Tent

(the whole enchilada)
(10’x10’)

Features of The Cowboy Teepees:
• Fully sewn-in floor.
• This is a pyramid style tent with a tall 3-way zippered door.
• Typical set- up requires 4 spikes, A-frame or single pole.
• Large D-rings on the corners, smaller D-rings on 3 sides and a nylon loop and O-ring at the top. All tents come with
lantern hooks.
• Without the poles the tent comes with only a standard storage bag and no stakes.
• With poles: you get a 10-piece aluminum A-frame pole set with a pole bag, 12” stakes, and a compression bag. The
compression bag holds the tent and all accessories in a tight package.
• Tent fly: A polyethylene fly is recommended if you plan to use your tent in snowy weather. The fly covers the entire
A-frame creating a temperature regulating air space. The fly can also be ordered with or without poles.
• Stove jacks are an additional option for the tent and the fly.

The Working Cowboy Teepee
This tent design has been a staple at David Ellis Canvas Products
since 1996. A basic tent without the hassle of guy lines makes for
a quick set up. Constructed of tough and mildew resistant, lighter
in weight, shrink proof 7oz. canvas, our Working Cowboy Teepee
has proven to be a great work tent. It has a screen door and a
small, head-level window.

Working Cowboy Teepee
8’x8’

Price/Weight
10’x10’

12’x12’

No Poles

$459/15 lbs

$573/21 lbs

$714/28 lbs

With Poles

$729/19 lbs

$884/32 lbs

$1038/43 lbs

Occupancy

sleeps 1

sleeps 2

sleeps 3

Size
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10’ x 10’ shown

The Range Tent
A favorite tent for working cowboys, also without guy lines, the
back window is larger and lower than the Working Cowboy
Tepee. A vent is placed high, and our exclusive zip away awning
shades the front door. During hot days these features are
surprisingly popular on ranches in the Southwest. The Range
Tent has a screen door, larger low window, high vent and an
awning with a zipper down the center seam. When it is zipped
closed, a pole and guy line support the awning, providing shade
and protection from rain. When the zipper is open, the awning
ties off to either side of the door.

Range Tent
8’x8’

Price/Weight
10’x10’

12’x12’

No Poles

$580/17 lbs

$701/26 lbs

$857/30 lbs

With Poles

$892/28 lbs

$1064/36 lbs

$1233/45 lbs

Occupancy

sleeps 1

sleeps 2

sleeps 3

Size

10’ x 10’ shown

The Prairie Tent
This is our most popular Cowboy Tepee. Its shaded low back
window, protected front screen door, and high vent makes it a
great tent for the summertime. With the use of 2 guy lines, the
actual footprint of each size tent has more usable space. The extra
large window is positioned low on the vertical back wall and
sheltered by the awning above. This allows the window to remain
open during a rain storm. The 3- way zippered door leans out at
a 20-degree angle, and with an additional 12” awning, it creates a
large protected area in front of the tent. If you’re considering the
12’ Range Tent for the extra room, the 10’ Prairie Tent may also
work for you.
We like to think of the Prairie Tent as the whole enchilada!

Prairie Tent
10’ x 10’ shown

8’x8’

Price/Weight
10’x10’

12’x12’

No Poles

$603/17 lbs

$731/23 lbs

$844/31 lbs

With Poles

$915/30 lbs

$1094/38 lbs

$1220/46 lbs

Occupancy

sleeps 2

sleeps 3

sleeps 4

Size
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The Torrent Tent
The Torrent is easily set up by one person...the hardest part is driving 8 spikes! It is a versatile tent that works well in
extreme weather from deserts to mountains. The design is derived from a tent known as the “Bell Tent.” This was the
preferred tent of European invaders, early North Country explorers, and woodsmen, providing a worthy storm shelter
that was quick to set up with minimal poles and used long guy lines to support the side walls.
Our Torrent Tent is rectangular and provides a better use of space than the old round design. It gathers its strength from
the unique tension on the roof, and the use of three poles instead of two. In re-engineering the design, we have found
that the taller mid-walls and lower corners are a pivotal factor. Once the guy lines are secured to these spikes, the poles
are installed and guy lines can be tensioned quickly, even in high winds. With its elevated mid section, and lean-out
walls, the Torrent Tent creates a big livable space inside.
The Torrent’s unique design supports a wide range of uses. The doors provide typical screening in the front and back
of the tent, and has a screened window for inside accessible ventilation, however, a back wall with a large window may
be your preference.

Preferences:

Distinguishing features:

• Floor or no floor. Dave specifically designed this tent to receive a
fully sewn-in floor, or no floor at all; no compromise to its durability.
The no floor, or removable floor option is most requested when it
is used in cold weather and heated with a wood stove. The fully
sewn-in floor version may be your preference when buggy summer
time camping is your style.
• Without poles, the tent comes with only a standard storage bag and
no stakes.
• With poles, you get 3 stackable pole sets in a 24” pole bag, 16
stakes, and a compression bag. The compression bag holds the
tent and all accessories in a tight package.
• Tent fly: the polyethylene fly is recommended for winter camping.
The fly covers the entire tent and is lifted up with 2 poles on both
sides of the door. You can order it with or without poles.

• All Torrent tents have a 9” vinyl base
around the perimeter of the tent that will
not rot or shrink.
• The side wall is 24” off the ground at the
corner of the tent and rises to 38” tall
in the center of the side wall. On some
occasions when even greater stability
is desired, an additional support can be
used at the mid side wall... but NOT in the
corners.
• Size Options: 8’ x 10’ | 10’ x 12’ | 12’ x 14’
• Side walls accomodate sleeping cots
nicely.

• Stove jacks are an additional option for the tent and the fly.
• Back wall window or back door.

Torrent Tent w/sewn in floor
Price/Weight
Size

8’x10’

10’x12’

12’x14’

No Poles

$1047/38 lbs

$1190/44 lbs

$1466/51 lbs

With Poles

$1320/43 lbs

$1480/50 lbs

$1774/55 lbs

Occupancy

sleeps 2 w/stove

sleeps 3 w/stove

sleeps 4 w/stove

Torrent Tent w/o floor
Price/Weight
Size

8’x10’

10’x12’

12’x14’

No Poles

$995/34 lbs

$1103/38 lbs

$1354/49 lbs

With Poles

$1268/36 lbs

$1392/48 lbs

$1664/53 lbs
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Historic Tent Shelters
Made with our exclusive 7oz. canvas
The Whelen Lean-To

Whelan Lean-To

Here’s the classic canoe tent lean-to. The design body is 6’ X 8’
and closely matches old Whelen designs in Historical drawings.

The Woodsman Tarp

Price/Weight
No Poles

Woodsman Tarp

(sometimes all you need is a good tarp)

Price/Weight

This 9’8” X 12’8” canvas tarp has all the right tie points to make
several Tepee tent configurations. With the reinforced corners
loops, and extra side loops installed on the middle seam makes
the tarp into a great fly as well.

The Floorless Teepee

No Poles

$251/10 lbs

Floorless Teepee

(A pyramid tent)

This tent is our basic range tent/cowboy tepee, without a floor.
It has a 12” sod cloth, zipper/tie door, and no threshold. It sets
up with a single pole or A-frame. A fitted floor is available and
a stove jack can also be installed. We sell it with all our Range
Tent options; and believe it or not they make nice additions to
this simple tent. Only 8’ X 8’ and 10’ X 10’ are available.

The Shackleton

Size

Price/Weight
8’x8’
10’x10’

No Poles

$395/10 lbs

$485/12 lbs

With Poles

$685/18 lbs

$814/21 lbs

Occupancy

sleeps 1

sleeps 2

Shackleton Tent w/sewn in floor

Our new Shackleton Tent is basically a square Torrent Tent and
is the inspiration behind it. The Historical Shackelton Tent was
a single pole square teepee with several side poles holding up
4 vertical walls. This recent interpretation of the Shackelton is
also a square single pole tent, but with a raised door entry. Side
and back walls are vertical without the need for any poles. “It’s a
beautiful thing!” With or without a floor, the ideal stove location
is in the center, allowing for even distribution of its heat. The two
sizes available are 8’ X 8’ and 11’ X 11’. The Shackleton comes
with two windows, screen door, vent and stove jack. It is priced
with or without poles.

The Whelen Lean-To

$350/10 lbs

The Woodsman Tarp

Price/Weight
Size

8’x8’

11’x11’

No Poles

$900/23 lbs

$1025/31 lbs

With Poles

$1200/33 lbs

$1325/41 lbs

Occupancy

sleeps 3 w/stove

sleeps 3 w/stove

Shackleton Tent w/o floor
Price/Weight
Size

8’x8’

11’x11’

No Poles

$950/20 lbs

$1075/29 lbs

With Poles

$1250/30 lbs

$1375/39 lbs

The Floorless Teepee
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The Shackleton

Contact Us
970-259-2050
sales@elliscanvastents.com
158 Bodo Drive, Ste. A
Durango, CO 81303
www.elliscanvastents.com
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